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ABSTRACT

In recent years, we have conducted research surrounding the har-
monic decomposition of sound fields for their encoding and re-
production. As part of this research, we have designed and built
high-precision 3D auditory displays using a sound field reproduc-
tion technology known as High-order Ambisonics (HOA). An im-
portant advantage of HOA over other alternatives is the definition
of a system-independent encoding. This allows to fully separate
the recording and reproduction stages and, therefore, reproduce the
same contents using diverse presentation technologies.

In concrete, we demonstrate two auditory displays based on
HOA. One is a large but transportable system consisting of 32 loud-
speakers regularly distributed around a listening region. The other
one is a compact system using headphones to present the spatial
sound information encoded in the Ambisonics format. This is ac-
complished by the binaural rendering of 32 virtual loudspeakers.
Their distribution corresponds to that of the physical array used in
the larger system.

Both systems were combined with appropriate video presenta-
tion subsystems to allow for the highly immersive presentation of
3D audio-visual contents. In the case of the large, 32-channel
system, a sound-transparent screen is used in conjunction with a
3D video projection system using shutter glasses. The compact,
headphones-based system uses a head-mounted display to present
video.

Both systems are expected to convey a comparable experience
when presenting immersive audio-visual contents. To illustrate this,
we prepared a set of demonstrations. Three of them feature 3D
video, while other two consist of audio-only contents. In all cases
HOA was used to render full-surround 3D sound.

Index Terms: H.5.1 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]:
Multimedia Information Systems—Artificial, Augmented, and Vir-
tual Realities; H.5.5 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]:
Sound and Music Computing—Signal Analysis, Synthesis, and
Processing
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Figure 1: The 32-channel loudspeaker array. Filled circles show the
positions of the loudspeakers. The hollow circumference at the cen-
ter marks the ideal listening position. The screen hangs to the left,
on the positive side of the y−axis, parallel to the x−z plane.

1 INTRODUCTION

The rapid advancement of computer and multimedia technologies
have increased the demands for more realistic presentation sys-
tems. End-users seek to experience highly immersive contents and
communication systems achieving a very high sense-of-presence.
Researchers investigating the nature of human perception require
ultra-realistic multimedia systems. The ability to accurately local-
ize objects is a fundamental property of the human visual and au-
ditory systems. Furthermore, both senses must be stimulated in a
consistent, precise way to achieve the realisitc presentation of an
audio-visual scene.

2 THE LARGE SYSTEM: 32-CHANNEL LOUDSPEAKER AR-
RAY

We demonstrate a large but transportable system consisting of 32
loudspeakers and a 3D video projection subsystem. Sounds can be
presented from all directions around the listener. The loudspeakers
are regularly distributed around the listener; their positions are illus-
trated in Fig 1. They are driven using a technology known as High-
Order Ambisonics (HOA). Ambisonics originated as a technique to
accurately present sound from all directions using a loudspeaker ar-
ray [1]. Later, the original formulation evolved into HOA, a sound
field reproduction method [2, 3]. Systems based on HOA attempt
to re-create the whole sound field, that is, the sound pressure at ev-
ery spatial position within the listening region. This results in a
very natural and realistic presentation of spatial audio. The listener
perceive the same sound they would in the real environment, with
sounds changing in a physically correct way as the users rotate their
heads or change their postures.



Figure 2: The 3D video projection system. The projector and screen
positions were selected to avoid shadowing from the listener when
they are inside the listening region.

Figure 3: Reproduction of Ambisonics using a virtual loudspeaker
array. Each loudspeaker is presented binaurally using the Head-
Related Transfer Function measured or calculated at its position. The
result of summing all virtual loudspeaker signals is a binaural version
of the Ambisonics system; sound sources can be heard from all di-
rections around the user.

2.1 3D video projection

A 3D video projection system using shutter glasses and a sound
transparent screen is used to complement the spatial audio contents
with video information. The setup for the video system is shown in
Fig. 2. A synchronization signal is transmitted through an optical
fiber cable when the video starts playing to initiate sound reproduc-
tion in the audio subsystem.

The full demonstration system is a transportable version of the
157-channel loudspeaker array and 3D projection system of the
Research Institute of Electrical Communication in Tohoku Univer-
sity [4]. The larger system is capable of presenting HOA up to fifth
order, a measure of its spatial accuracy. The transportable system
can reproduce Ambisonics up to fourth order.

3 THE COMPACT SYSTEM: VIRTUAL LOUDSPEAKER ARRAY

A virutal version of the 32-channel system was also prepared for
headphones listening. This version allows users to experience our
demonstration contents even if there is no enough space available
to deploy the transportable loudspeaker array. Video contents, sup-
porting both 2D and 3D, are presented using a head-mounted dis-
play in place of the projection system.

To present spatial audio contents using headphones, the system
creates a virtual loudspeaker array [5]. A schematic of the sys-
tem is shown in Fig. 3. At its core, it uses what is known as the
head-related transfer function (HRTF). These functions character-
ize sound transmission from a sound source to the listener’s two
ears. They are used in our system to simulate the transmission path,
the presence of the listener’s head and body, and the effects of the
pinna for each of the 32 loudspeakers of the physical system.

Figure 4: Three of the immersive contents used with our demo sys-
tem. All of them feature 3D surround sound synthesized using High-
Order Ambisonics and 3D video. They can be presented on both, the
large loudspeaker array and the virtual presentation system.

Figure 5: A photograph of the demo system. The 32-channel loud-
speaker array is distributed over a metal frame housing the screen
and listening space. The system is controlled by two computers, one
for video presentation and one for sound rendering.

4 DEMONSTRATION CONTENTS

To demonstrate the capabilities of our system, we prepared a series
of immersive audio samples. Three of them are accompanied by
3D video. A computer simulation of moving sound sources was
encoded using fourth-order Ambisonics and prepared for its repro-
duction using either the large, 32 surrounding loudspeakers systems
or the compact headphones-based one. The multimedia contents
available include highly localized sources such as falling spheres,
as well as ambiental sounds such as forest sounds at night. Objects
produce localizable sounds even after they have left the screen, re-
sulting in a highly-immersive experience. Screenshots of these mul-
timedia demos are shown in Fig. 4. Meanwhile, a photograph of the
transportable loudspeaker array and projection system, including its
control desk is shown in Fig. 5.

Besides these audio-visual contents, two audio-only demonstra-
tions have also been prepared. One of them is an interactive pre-
sentation capable of rendering sound from any direction the user
chooses. The other one exemplifies sound field reproduction using
the recordings of an Ambisonics microphone array.
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